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Abstract— Joint design time and post-silicon optimization for analog
circuits has been an open problem in literature because of the complex
nature of analog circuit modeling and optimization. In this paper
we formulate the co-optimization problem for digitally tun ed analog
circuits to optimize the parametric yield, subject to power and area
constraints. A general optimization framework combing thebranch-and-
bound algorithm and gradient ascent method is proposed. We demon-
strate our framework with two examples in high-speed seriallink, the
transmitter design and the phase-locked-loop (PLL) design. Simulation
results show that compared with the design heuristic from analog
designers’ perspective, joint design-time and post-silicon optimization can
improve the yield by up to 47% for transmitter design and up to 56% for
PLL design under the same area and power constraints. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, this is the first yield-driven analog circuit design
technique that optimizes post-silicon tuning together with the design-time
optimization.

I. I NTRODUCTION

As process technologies scale down to 90nm and below, traditional
circuit design methodologies are confronted by the prominent prob-
lem of process variation. To deal with process variation foranalog
circuits, which are highly sensitive to device matching, traditional
corner-based design is adopted to guarantee performance inthe worst-
case scenarios at the cost of substantial circuit overhead.Such corner-
based design methodology, however, is becoming insufficient and
may eventually be inviable as variation increases with technology
scaling.

Statistical design is proposed to analyze the performance dis-
tribution from process variation and definesparametric yield as
the probability the design meets a specified performance or power
constraint. Different techniques exist to maximize the parametric
yield for analog circuits and generally fall into two complementary
categories:design-time optimizationandpost-silicon tuning.

Design-time optimizationtechniques explore the design space at
system-level and device-level to maximize the yield for analog
circuits. At system-level, different circuit architectures are explored
for a trade-off between power, area, and performance. Moreover,
some architectures such as closed-loop negative feedback have good
immunity from process variation. On the other hand, the impact of
process variation can also be reduced by device-level optimization
such as transistor sizing [1] and layout optimization. Design-time
optimization, however, has difficulty covering all processcorners in
a cost efficient fashion and may result in high area/power overhead.

Post-silicon tuningin analog design has been widely adopted to
combat process variation. Tunable elements such as programmable
capacitance array (PCA) [2] and resistance array are proposed to
adjust analog circuit performance after chip fabrication [3], [4].
Fig. 1 shows two examples of the tunable elements in analog design:
tunable CMOS current source and capacitance array, whereβ is
the resolution (number of control bits). By applying appropriate,
potentially different, control signalsD[i] (1 ≤ i ≤ β − 1) on
individual chips, performance can be adjusted to maximize yield.
While this will be discussed in more detail in Section II, we would
like to point out that in both examples the tuning values are digitized.
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Fig. 1. Examples of digitally tuned analog circuits: (a) CMOS current source
and (b) capacitance array.

Suchdigitally tuned analog circuitshave wide applications because
of their noise-insensitivity and good technology scalability [5].

Post-silicon tuning has been shown to directly impact the design-
time optimization for analog circuits [5]. On one hand, post-silicon
tunability can significantly relax the analog design by providing a
certain capacity to “correct” performance deviation afterfabrication.
On the other hand, tuning circuitry consumes extra area and power
which needs to be considered during design-time optimization in
order to meet design specifications. The strong coupling between
design-time optimization and post-silicon tuning has already led to
joint optimization in the respective domains of both digital circuit
design [6] and high-level synthesis [7]. It is natural to expect that by
extending joint design-time and post-silicon optimization to analog
design, a better parametric yield can be achieved. The complication
of modeling and optimizing tunable analog circuits, however, leaves
co-optimization an open problem in literature.

In this paper, we study the joint design-time and post-silicon
optimization with focus on digitally tuned analog circuits. This type
of circuit has two special properties: first, variables suchas the
transistor sizes are continuous, while variables such as the tuning
resolution are discrete in nature. Second, if the resolutions are the
only changing variables and all the remaining variables arefixed,
we can show that finding the performance upper bound among all
permissible resolutions is easy. To make use of these two properties,
we propose a general optimization framework combining the branch-
and-bound algorithm on the resolutions and gradient-ascent method
on the unpruned branches. We use the high-speed serial link as our
application and provide two analog design examples to demonstrate
the joint optimization framework: transmitter equalization filter de-
sign and phase-lock loop (PLL) design. In the transmitter design,
we use the transistor sizes, number of taps, resolution, andthe least
significant bit (LSB) size of the pre-emphasis filter as the optimization
variables and propose mathematical models of bit error rate(BER),
power, and area with respect to those variables. Our experimental
results show that compared with the design heuristic commonly used
by analog designers, joint design-time and post-silicon optimization
can improve the yield by up to47% under the same area and power
constraints. The same framework is applied to a tunable PLL as
another example. We use the charge pump currents as our design
variables and formulate the problem to maximize the yield defined
by output clock jitter. Result shows the jitter yield can be improved
by up to56% with power and area constraints when compared with
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Fig. 2. Vth variation model (a) and current mirror withVth mismatch (b).

the design heuristic. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,this work
is the first yield-driven analog circuit design technique that considers
post-silicon tuning and design-time optimization at the same time.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
briefly reviews the post-silicon tuning technique and Section III
provides the formulation for our joint optimization problem. Section
IV discusses the proposed optimization framework which combines
the branch-and bound technique and gradient ascent method.The
designs for the transmitter and PLL circuits in high-speed serial link
are discussed in Section IV and V. Experimental results are presented
in Section VI and concluding remarks are given in Section VII.

II. PRELIMINARIES ON DIGITALLY TUNED ANALOG CIRCUITS

Analog circuits are very sensitive to process, voltage, andtemperature
(PVT) variations. Among all sources of variations, the random
mismatches caused by doping fluctuations are expected to become
dominant within the next few technology generations. In this paper,
we focus on the transistor threshold voltage(Vth) mismatch and use
it as our main source of process variation. Fig. 2 shows an example
of threshold voltage(Vth) variation and the resulting transistor drain
current mismatch. The relation between theVth variation and the
resulting drain currentID can be linearly approximated [8] as

ID = ID0 + η∆Vth, (1)

where η and ID0 can be obtained through SPICE simulation, as
shown in Fig. 2(a). Such drain current variation then causessig-
nificant power and performance variation in analog design.

To address this issue, various analog design techniques arepro-
posed to reduce the impact of variations. In particular, post-silicon
tuning is widely used to calibrate process variation after fabrication
using tunable elements. Examples of tunable elements can befound
in Fig. 1. In those tuning elements, digital binary control signal is
adopted because digital signal is not sensitive to noise andas a
result, makes itself immune to variation sources. Those digitally tuned
analog circuits conceptually operate as a digital-to-analog conversion
(DAC) circuit. By given a control signal i.e.D, an analog output i.e.
A, is produced proportionally. There are two major design aspects
for digitally tuned analog circuits: least-significant-bit (LSB) size
and resolution. The LSB size determines the minimum step in the
digital-to-analog conversion. In the CMOS current source shown in
Fig. 1(a), for example, it physically represents the drain current for the
LSB transistor (ILSB). In the capacitance array shown in Fig. 1(b),
it represents the minimum size capacitance (CLSB) in the array.
Resolution, on the other hand, is the number of bits used as input
control signal. Given the LSB size and resolution, the tuning range
can be directly determined. In this paper, we denote its resolution as
β and the LSB size asγ.

An example of a digital-to-analog conversion curve is shown
in Fig. 3. Assume that digital inputD is designed to generate
analog outputA. With the Vth variation, however, the conversion
curve becomes nonlinear, and inputD generates output with a∆A
deviation with respect toA. To make the analog output closer to the
desired value, one can change the input fromD to D′ and, therefore,
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Fig. 3. Post-silicon tuning through DAC

a smaller deviation∆A′ can be obtained. In general, post-silicon
tuning is performed by increasing or decreasing the input stepwise
to find the minimum deviation.

By applying the tuning technique, the effect of process variation
can be significantly reduced. Extra circuits, however, are needed to
provide tunability. We assumeD = [100] and generateA = 4 ·ILSB

in Fig. 3. In addition to the required4 LSB current sources, we
need to implement a total of7 LSB current sources to achieve3-
bit tunability, almost doubling the required area. Moreover, extra
sources add capacitance and can potentially increase powerconsump-
tion. Therefore, an optimal balance between the performance and
area/power cost considering system design and post-silicon tuning
must be found.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Without loss of generosity, analog design-time optimization can be
described to determine the optimal design parameters to maximize
the parametric yield, subject to the power and area constraints 1.
Mathematically,

(P0) max Prob(F (x) ≤ f̄) (2)

s.t. P rob(P (x) ≥ p̄) ≤ ǫ, (3)

A(x) ≤ ā (4)

xl � x � xu, x ∈ Rk (5)

whereF (·), P (·), andA(·) represent the functions of performance
metric, area, and power, respectively.f̄ , p̄ andā are the upper bounds
of the performance metric; power and area given by the design
specifications;x is the vector of length k formed by the design
variables with lower boundxl and upper boundxu given by the
design specifications;k is the total number of design variables;ǫ is
a small positive number indicating the tolerance for power variation
over the upper bound̄p. Note that in the above formulation we have
assumed process variation has little impact on the area and the cut-off
metric for the performance is an upper bound.

With post-silicon tuning, we first consider the special structure
of the digitally tuned elements, as shown in Fig. 1. In this paper,
we adopt a simple but direct method based on the unit cell design
technique for the tunable element. An example of a unit cell for the
CMOS current source is shown in Fig. 4(a). Assume that we have
characterized a total number ofm unit cells with different transistor
width/length and bias voltage under the condition that theyall draw
the same amount of currentIunit. Each unit cellαi represents a set of
transistorW/L and bias voltageVb, where0 ≤ αi ≤ m. Any larger
transistor, which draws larger current and provides largerswing at
the output, can be obtained by connecting the unit cells of the same
type in parallel. Such parallel connection ensures linear relationship
for the parasitic capacitance and current driving capability, which is

1Note that we can also formulate the problem to minimize the power with given
performance and area constraints. The joint optimization problem to be proposed can be
re-formulated accordingly, and the same optimization framework still applies with little
change.



measured by output swing and delay as shown in Fig. 4(b). Moreover,
by limiting the maximum number of connected cells, the transistor-
level biasing constraints can be guaranteed to ensure all transistors
work in the desired operation region. Note that similar unitcell design
methodology can be extended to other digitally tuned elements, such
as capacitance array.

As a result, the parametric yield can be rewritten as

Prob(F̂ (x, α, β, γ) ≤ f̄) (6)

whereF̂ (·) is the performance metric after tuning,α are the indices
of the types of unit cell design, andβ are vectors representing the
resolution used for the digitally tuned elements.γ are the LSB sizes
in terms of the number of unit cells used to implement the LSB of the
digitally tuned element. In addition, post-silicon tuningalso affects
the power consumption, and (3) can be rewritten as

Prob(P̂ (x, α, β, γ) ≥ p̄) ≤ ǫ, (7)

whereP̂ (·) is the power consumption after tuning.
Combining the above discussion, the joint design-time and post-

silicon optimization can be extended from (P0) as

(P1) max Prob(F̂ (x, α, β, γ) ≤ f̄) (8)

s.t. P rob(P̂ (x, α, β, γ) ≥ p̄) ≤ ǫ (9)

A(x, α, β, γ) ≤ ā (10)

xl � x � xu, x ∈ Rk (11)

0 � α � m1, α ∈ Zn (12)

0 � β, β ∈ Zn (13)

0 � γ, γ ∈ Zn, (14)

wherem is the total number of unit cell designs andn is the total
number of tuning elements in the circuit. Note that there is no explicit
bound necessary forβ andγ as they are implicitly bounded by the
power and area constraints (9) and (10).

IV. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

(P1) is hard to solve in general because it is a mixed integer
non-convex programming problem, the complexity of which grows
exponentially with the number of integer variables (the dimension of
the vectorsα, β andγ). Therefore, we propose to separate the integer
variables and the continuous variables. We define a new function Z(t)
as the optimum value of (P1) when x = t. If (P1) is infeasible
at x = t, then Z(t) = −∞. Accordingly, P1 is equivalent to
an unconstrained nonlinear optimization problem with a continuous
feasible region:

max Z(t), t ∈ Rk, (15)

which can be solved efficiently by the first order gradient method if
we can evaluateZ(t) and ∂Z(t)

∂t at any pointt = t̂ to find local
maximum. Below we will discuss how to evaluate the function value
and first order derivative efficiently.

A. Algorithm Overview

To evaluateZ(t) we need to solve problem (P1) for given x = t,
i.e.,

(P2) Z(t) = max Prob(F̂ (t, α, β, γ) ≤ f̄) (16)

s.t. P rob(P̂ (t, α, β, γ) ≥ p̄) ≤ ǫ (17)

A(t, α, β, γ) ≤ ā (18)

0 � α � m1, α ∈ Zn (19)

0 � β, β ∈ Zn (20)

0 � γ, γ ∈ Zn, (21)
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Fig. 4. (a) Unit cell design. (b) Swing and delay vs. number ofparallel-
connected cells.

with variablesα, β andγ. (P2) is an integer programming problem,
which is an NP-hard problem. Though software does exist in literature
to solve general integer programming problems, in this paper we
propose an optimization framework to efficiently solve it using the
special properties of digitally tuned analog circuits.

As delineated in Algorithm 1, the optimization framework com-
bines the branch-and-bound (BnB) algorithm with the gradient ascent
method (GDA). Assume that we know how to partition the feasibility
space into different regions and how to efficiently obtain anupper
bound of the objective function (16) for each region. Then, according
to the principles of the BnB algorithm, we can prune regions that have
an upper bound worse than the existing solutions, thereby maximizing
the performance metric. If a region cannot be pruned, we employ
GDA optimization to find a local maximum in it. The final solution
Z(t) is obtained by comparing the optimal solutions found in each
unpruned region.

To evaluate the first order derivative∂Z(t)
∂t , a direct method would

be to use the finite different method: ComputeZ(t+δei) (1 ≤ i ≤ k)
for some small positive numberδ, whereei is a unit vector with the
ith element equal to1 and other elements equal to0. Then theith

element of∂Z(t)
∂t can be obtained by

∂Z(t)

∂ti

≈ 1

δ
(Z(t + δei) − Z(t)). (22)

As such, the cost for evaluating∂Z(t)
∂t would be quite expensive as

we would have to solvek integer programming problems. Note that
k is the total number of design variables, which can be quite large in
practical problems. This urges us to turn to some alternative approach
to approximate the computation with affordable cost.

As delineated in Algorithm 1, since we can obtain the upper bound
of the objective function in each region efficiently, the upper bound
of Z(t) is just the maximum of all those upper bounds. Denoting
the upper bound ofZ(t) as Z̄(t), the derivative ofZ(t) can be
approximated by applying finite difference method onZ̄(t), i.e.,

∂Z(t)

∂ti

≈ 1

δ
(Z̄(t + δei) − Z̄(t)). (23)

Note that the accuracy of the approximation depends on how the
upper bound is calculated. If the upper bound is tight, then the
approximation will converge to the exact derivatives.

Next we will discuss how to solve the two critical sub-problems:
(P3) how to partition the feasible space and derive the upper bound
of the objective function for each partitioned region and (P4) how to
use the GDA method to find a local maximum in each region that
cannot be pruned.

B. Partitioning and Bound Estimation

From Algorithm 1 we can see that the BnB+GDA framework offersa
trade-off between runtime and quality: a finer partition of the solution
space results in fewer local optimums in each region and accordingly,
better GDA optimization quality, but at the cost of a increased runtime
for the BnB algorithm as the number of total regions increases. In
this paper, we partition the solution space according to theunit cell



Algorithm 1 BnB+GDA algorithm framework for computingZ(t)

and ∂Z(t)
∂t .

Evaluate (16) to get̂z by initial guess.
(P3): Partition the feasible spaceΩ into regionsωi (1 ≤ i ≤ d) and derive the upper
bound of the objective function̄zi in each region.
Z̄(t) = maxi{zi}.
for i = 1; i ≤ d; i++ do

if z̄i ≤ ẑ then
Continue;

else
(P4): Solve (P2) in ωi for optimal valuez̃i by the GDA method.
if z̃i ≥ ẑ then

ẑ = z̃i.
end if

end if
end for
Z(t) = ẑ.
EvaluateZ̄(t + δei) for a small positive numberδ.
∂Z(t)

∂ti
≈ 1

δ
(Z̄(t + δei) − Z̄(t)).

index and LSB size of each tap. In other words, each region hasa
unique set of unit cell indices and LSB sizes. Our experiments show
that such partitioning provides a good balance between the runtime
and the solution quality.

In general, the yield upper bound for a given region is hard
to compute. Fortunately, in this particular type of problem, where
digitally tuned analog circuits are involved, we are able toobtain
the bound through a special relaxation. Suppose we can solve(P2)
without power and area constraints, then such an optimal value can
serve as the upper bound of the constrained problem (P2) since we
have expanded the feasible space. Note that such an upper bound
might not be a tight one since the corresponding solution mayviolate
the area or power constraint.

To solve (P2) without constraints, we need to resort to its physical
meaning: given the unit cell design and LSB sizes, find the optimal
resolution that gives the maximum yield. The optimal resolution
can be determined according to the target values for the tuning
parameters in an iterative way, as delineated in Algorithm 2. The
iterative procedure is required because in most cases the target values
are also related to the resolution due to the area-dependentparasitics.
In experiments, we find that the algorithm converges quicklywithin
two or three iterations. The optimality of the solution is guaranteed
because any increase in the resolution only increases the total area
and the parasitics while the minimum distance to the target values
remains the same, which will downgrade the performance.

Algorithm 2 Yield upper bound computation for given unit cell
design and LSB sizes (P3).

INPUT: Unit cell indicesα̃ and LSB sizes̃γ;
OUTPUT: Yield upper bound̄z;
INIT: Set initial guessβ(0) ; k = 1;
while maxk |β(k) − β(k−1)| > ǫ||β(k−1)|| do

Calculate the system parasitics according toα̃, γ̃ andβ(k);
Update system response;
Find the target optimal values for all tuning parameters ;
Determineβ(k+1) according toα̃, γ̃ and the target optimal values;
k = k + 1;

end while
z̄ = Prob(F̂ (t, α̃, β(k), γ̃) ≤ f̄);

C. Gradient Ascent Method

Given the partitioning method discussed in the previous section, if
a particular region cannot be pruned by comparing its upper bound
with the current solution, we need to solve (P2) for optimal β with
given unit cell indices̃α and LSB size set̃γ.

In essence, the gradient ascent method sequentially takes steps in
a direction proportional to the gradient, until a local maximum of the
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objective function is reached [9]. At each step we increase/decrease
each variable by1 and check the change of the objective function.
Note that by doing so we are actually computing the gradient because
all the variables are integers. We then move along the direction
that causes the maximum increase. This is iteratively done until the
relative change of the objective value is below a certain threshold. The
termination of the algorithm indicates that one of the localmaxima
has been reached or that we have reached the boundary. The initial
guess for the GDA can be arbitrarily chosen. In our experiments, we
found that it did not influence runtime or quality significantly for both
of the examples studied. In addition, we observed that the algorithm
always converges to local optimum within two or three iterations.

Next we will use a high-speed serial link as our application and
provide two analog design examples, the transmitter designand the
phase-lock loops (PLLs) design, to demonstrate our joint optimization
framework.

V. TRANSMITTER DESIGN IN HIGH-SPEEDSERIAL L INK

The system diagram of a high-speed serial link is shown in Fig. 5. At
the transmitter end, the pre-driver drives the FIR pre-emphasis filter at
the designated data rate. The pre-emphasis filter is used to counteract
the inter-symbol interference (ISI) [10] caused by the bandwidth-
limited channel, which behaves as a transmission line and can be
characterized by the Telegrapher’s equations with RLGC per-unit-
length model. At receiver end, the pre-amplifier, along withthe slicer
decision circuit, is responsible for detecting the data from the received
signal. Moreover, the clock is embedded in the transmitted data and
the clock data recovery (CDR) sub-system is used to extract the clock
from the serial data stream.

In the transmitter design, the pre-emphasis filter plays an important
role in both the design quality and the post-silicon tunability [10],
thus rendering it a good example for joint design-time and post-
silicon optimization as shown later in this section. The pre-emphasis
filter can be expressed as

bi =
n−1
X

j=0

Wjai−j , (24)

wheren is the number of filter taps,Wi is the tap coefficient for tap
i, and ai is the transmitted non-return-to-zero (NRZ) symbol. The
filter coefficientWi can be determined adaptively by the least-mean-
square (LMS) algorithm [10]. The filter is usually implemented by
current-mode logic (CML). The coefficient of each tap is realized by
the CMOS current source.

In order to focus on the transmitter optimization, in our first
example, we assume that the frequency domain response for the
channel and the receiver is given. In addition, we assume that an
ideal sampling clock is obtained through the receiver CDR circuits.

Design-time optimization for high-speed serial link transmitter has
been well studied in literature. For example, in [11] the tradeoff



between bit resolution and power consumption is studied. Recently,
a framework for simultaneous circuit-and-system design-space ex-
ploration has been proposed for high-speed links [12] in which
transmitter optimization is one of the primary targets. In this paper,
we use the unit cell design technique for each filter coefficient as
shown in Fig. 4.

A. Design-time Optimization

The performance of the overall system is usually quantified in terms
of BER, the rate at which errors occur during data transmission.
To start with, we formulate the design-time optimization problem
to minimize the BER of the system subject to power and area
constraints. The design variables include the number of taps n of
the filter, the transistors sizingW/L, and the bias voltageVb in the
CMOS current source. Assume that we have characterized a total
number ofm unit cells and each unit cellαi represents a set of
transistorW/L and bias voltageVb, as shown in Fig. 4.

Since directly measuring the BER requires a long period of time,
error vector magnitude (EVM) is used in this paper to estimate the
BER because of their monotonic relationship [13].

EV M =

s

1

M

PM

1 |ri − ai|2
|rmax|2

, (25)

where

ri =

∞
X

j=−∞

bjpi−j + ni, (26)

is the received data with respect to filter outputbi from (24),
time domain symbol responsepi, and circuit thermal noiseni.
Moreover,rmax is the outermost received data in the constellation
and M (usually less than104) is the total number of data used for
computation. We can easily map the EVM to the BER from table
look-up and accordingly, the objective function (2) takes the form

Prob(BER(n,α) ≤ f̄). (27)

The areaA(n, α) and powerP (n, α) of the transmitter are mainly
contributed by the pre-emphasis filter and the pre-driver, i.e.

A(n, α) = Apre−driver(n, α) + Afilter(n, α), (28)

P (n, α) = Ppre−driver(n, α) + Pfilter(n, α). (29)

For tapi (1 ≤ i ≤ n), we use unit cells of typeαi (1 ≤ αi ≤ m)
with the parasitic capacitanceCαi

unit and the occupied areaAαi
unit.

The required number of cellsqi for that tap is determined by its
coefficientWi and the unit currentIunit:

qi = ⌈ Wi

Iunit

⌉. (30)

Accordingly, the total area used in the pre-emphasis filter can be
calculated as

Afilter(n, α) =

n
X

i=1

qiA
αi
unit. (31)

The total parasitic capacitanceCpara can be calculated as

Cpara(n, α) =
n

X

i=1

qiC
αi
unit. (32)

The power consumed by the filter (Pfilter) contains both static
power and dynamic switching power and can be expressed as

Pfilter(n, α) = ρ
n

X

i=1

qi · Iunit ·Vdd + (1− ρ)f ·V 2
dd ·Cpara, (33)
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wheref is the data rate.ρ is the ratio between static power and total
power, which depends on detailed delay and switching probability
and can be obtained from simulation.

The pre-driver is designed according to the total gate capacitance
at the filter inputCgate =

Pn

i=1 qiC
αi
g , where Cαi

g is the input
transistor gate capacitance of unit cellαi. We assume the pre-driver
is designed through logic effort using a simple inverter chain. Note
that other configurations like CML pre-drivers with swing control can
also be applied. As a result, the occupied area can be determined by

Apre−driver = Ainv · (1 + fp + · · · fp
Np), (34)

whereNp = ln⌊Cgate

Cinv
⌋ andfp = (

Cgate

Cinv
)

1
Np . Ainv andCinv are the

area and input capacitance for a unit inverter andNp is the number
of pre-driver stages. The pre-driver consumes only dynamicpower:

Ppre−driver =
1

2
f · vdd2 · Cinv · (1 + fp + · · · fp

Np). (35)

Combining (27)-(35), the optimization problem can then be mathe-
matically formulated as shown in (P0).

B. Post-silicon Tuning and Joint Optimization

In the presence of process variation, assuming transistor threshold
voltageVth has a normal distribution with10% variation [14], the
power consumed by the transmitter varies by30% variation and
the BER varies in the magnitude of108× for the same design,
as demonstrated in Fig. 6(a). By applying the tuning technique,
simulation results show that the span of power and BER variation
becomes much smaller as shown in Fig. 6(b). Extra circuits, however,
are needed to provide this tunability and an optimal balancebetween
the performance and area/power cost has to be found.

To cast the problem into the format of (P1), we need to findF̂ (·),
Â(·) and P̂ (·). The F̂ (·) is straightforward to obtain:

F̂ = BER(α, β, γ), (36)

whereα is the vector indicating the LSB design for each tap.β and
γ are vectors inRn containing resolution and LSB size for each tap,
and ē is the allowed BER upper bound. Note that the number of taps
n is no longer a variable: by allowingβi = 0, tap i is removed.
Accordingly, we only need to specifynmax, a maximum number of
taps to be considered (nmax = 10 in this paper).

The powerPfilter (33) and areaAfilter (31) of the pre-emphasis
filter also need to be modified with the introduction of the DAC:

Pfilter = ρ

nmax
X

i=1

Di
T [2βi−1

, · · · , 20]·γiIunit ·Vdd+(1−ρ)f ·V 2
dd ·Cpara,

(37)

Afilter(α, β, γ) =

n
X

i=1

2βiγiA
αi
unit, (38)

Cpara =

nmax
X

i=1

2βi γiC
αi
unit. (39)

Note that vectorDi represents the digital control bits andPfilter

becomes a distribution instead of a deterministic value because of the
Iunit variation fromVth mismatch. The other calculations are kept
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the same and the total area and power can be obtained by (28) and
(29), accordingly.

VI. PLL D ESIGN IN HIGH-SPEEDSERIAL L INK

Phase locked-loops (PLLs) are widely used to generate well-timed
on-chip clocks in high-speed transceivers [15]. Any timingjitter or
phase noise significantly degrades the performance of the system,
especially as operating frequency increases.

Timing jitter can be expressed asσ∆T = (T/2π) ·σ∆φ, whereω0

is the clock frequency,T = 2π/ω0 is the clock period, andσ∆φ is
the phase jitter of the clock. Phase jitter is defined as the standard
deviation of the phase difference between the first cycle andmth
cycle of the clock [16].

An example of second-order PLL as shown in Fig. 7 comprises of
several components: (1) the phase frequency detector, (2) the charge
pump, (3) the loop filter, and (4) the voltage-controlled oscillator.
Phase and frequency detector is used to detect phase and frequency
difference and provides the UP/DN signal to the charge pump.The
charge-pump circuit comprises of two switches driven by theUP and
DN signal and injects the charge into or out of the loop filter capacitor
(CCP ). The combination of charge-pump andCCP is an integrator
that generates the average voltage of UP (or DN) signal,VCtrl, and
adjusts the frequency of the subsequent oscillator circuit. In Fig. 7, a
power-supply regulated ring oscillator is shown with the voltage-to-
frequency gainKV CO . The VCO output frequency is controlled by
its supply voltageVCtrl.

A. Design-time Optimization

The performance of PLL is measured by its output clock jitter.
The jitter mainly comes from the reference clock (Nin) and VCO
(NV CO), which can be expressed as [16]:

Jitter = σ2
∆T =

8

w2
0

Z

∞

0

Sφ(f)sin2(πf∆T )df, (40)

and

Sφ(f) =
Nin

f2
· |Hnin(j2πf)|2 +

NV CO

f2
· |HnV CO(j2πf)|2. (41)

Note thatHnin andHnV CO are the noise transfer functions of the
reference clock noise (Nin) and VCO noise (NV CO) accordingly.
Here we assume white noise sources and ignore the noise from the
clock buffers.

Considering the PLL shown in Fig. 7, the noise transfer functions
Hnin andHnV CO can be expressed using PLL design parameters:

Hnin(s) =
φout

φnin

=
KloopRCCP s + Kloop

s2 + KloopRCCP s + Kloop

=
2ζωns + ω2

n

s2 + 2ζωns + ω2
n

(42)
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HnV CO(s) =
φout

φnV CO

=
s2

s2 + KloopRCCP s + Kloop

=
s2

s2 + 2ζωns + ω2
n

, (43)

whereKloop = ICP1/(2πCCP )KPDKV CO, ωn =
p

Kloop, ζ =
p

KloopRC/2, R = (ICP1/ICP2)(1/gmOP ) [16]. We can see that
the noise from the input reference clock and VCO are filtered through
low-pass and high-pass filters, respectively.

As a result, the jitter performance is a function of the PLL design
parametersωn and ζ. Fig. 8(a) shows an example of output root-
mean-square (RMS) jitter with respect to the damping ratio (ζ) for a
fixed ωn = 0.06ω0. Moreover, in the case of tunable PLL shown in
Fig. 7, the natural frequency varies proportionally to

√
ICP1 and the

damping factor is proportional toICP2/
√

ICP1 [17]. By finding an
optimum value of the absolute value and relative ratio ofICP2 and
ICP1, we can minimize the PLL output jitter. We write the objective
function of the design-time optimization as (2):

Prob(Jitter(α) ≤ f̄), (44)

whereα is a vector which represents the number of unit cells used
in the charge pumps. In other words, it represents the value of ICP1

and ICP2. An example of the relation between output RMS jitter
and the current ratio for the charge pumps (ICP2/ICP1) is shown in
Fig. 8(b), with a fixedICP1.

For the design-time optimization, we want to minimize the output
clock jitter, subject to power and area constraints. The design pa-
rameters are the charge pump currentsICP1 and ICP2. The power
consumption of the charge pump can be calculated by an approach
similar to the one used in our first transmitter design example.
Assume we use unit cells of typeαi (1 ≤ αi ≤ m) with unit current
Iαi , then the required number of cellsqi for the charge pumpi can
be determined by

qi = ⌈ICPi

Iαi

⌉. (45)

As a result, the power consumed by the charge pump is:

PCP (α) =
X

i

1

2
(2πω0) · (1 +

1

ηi

) · qiIαi · Vdd, (46)

where ηi represents the current mirror ratio for the biasing circuit
of the charge pumpi. The area can also be approximated using the
similar method and details can be found in our first example. As
a result, the optimization problem is mathematically formulated as
shown in (P0). Note that the power dissipated by PLLs is often
a small fraction of total active power. However, it can be quiet
significant during sleep modes where the PLL must remain locked.

B. Post-silicon Tuning and Joint Optimization

In the presence of process variation, the output RMS jitter varies for
the same design because of the variations onICP1 and ICP2, as
demonstrated in Fig. 9(a). To reduce the impact of process variation
and improve the parametric yield, post-silicon tuning techniques can
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be applied. Fig. 10 shows a schematic of the charge pump circuit with
digitally tuned elements placed in the biasing circuit. By applying a
proper digital control signalD, the charge pump current ratio can
be optimized to reduce the output jitter under the impact of process
variation. The resulting histogram can be found in Fig. 9(b).

As discussed in Section III, we can change the objective function
to theJitter parametric yieldas

Prob(Jitter(η, α, β, γ) ≤ f̄), (47)

where α is the vector indicating the LSB design for each tap in
the tunable element.β and γ contain resolution and LSB size for
each charge pump andη represents the biasing current ratio;f̄ is
the allowed jitter upper bound. The power consumed by the charge
pump can be re-written as

PCP =
X

i

1

2
(2πω0) · (1 +

1

ηi

) · Di
T [2βi−1, · · · , 20] · γiIαi · Vdd.

Note that in this example, the tunable element is inserted inthe
biasing part with bias ratioη, which is considered as part of the design
parametersx in (P1). Whenη ≪ 1, only a small amount of current in
the biasing circuit is required to generateICP . As a result, the power
consumed and the area occupied by the digitally tuned element can
be ignored. In this case, however, the LSB size in the charge pump
current becomes1

η
γIα, which is increased whenη is decreased. The

effect of tuning is reduced and may not provide the desired yield.
On the other hand, whenη ∼ 1, the tunability is maximized but the
power and area consumed by the tunable element is also increased.
Obviously, a good balance needs to be found through our proposed
framework.

VII. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We extract the model parameters by SPICE simulation in IBM 90nm
technology and implement the proposed algorithm in MATLAB.All
the experiments are run on a Windows server with Pentium IV
3.2GHz CPU and 2G RAM.

A. Transmitter Design

We compare our algorithm with three different methods: no-tunability
design, maximum tunability design, and design heuristic from de-
signer’s perspective. The design heuristic is guided by thedesigners’
experience [18], [19]: (1) total number of filter taps is iteratively
determined by the channel response and the LMS algorithm. (2)
assume that each tap of the filter has the same LSB size; (3) the
LSB size is determined by considering the maximum and minimum
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filter coefficient. This design methodology serves as a heuristic for
this joint optimization problem and essentially solves theproblem in
a reduced solution space. The no-tunability design sets theresolution
to be1 (βi = 1) for all taps and maximizes the precision of a pre-
set pre-emphasis filter. The maximum tunability design usesonly
one-tap filter (nmax = 1) to allow maximum adjustability. The no-
tunability design and maximum tunability design also serveas the
representative of maximum design-time effort and maximum post-
silicon effort, respectively.

For fair comparison, the data rate for all the designs is set to
be 5GHz and the threshold BER for yield̄e = 1.0 × 10−15. In
our experiments, we assume that the channel is a30cm differential
microstrip line on FR-4 substrates and that the receiver hasideal
timing recovery. We also assume thatVth variation follows normal
distribution.

We first present the BER distribution with20% Vth variation based
on 10K Monte Carlo runs in Fig. 11. The area is constrained to
1000um2 and the power is constrained to10mW . First, for all the
four methods, the distributions show strong non-symmetry and non-
Gaussianity. This should be attributed to the non-linear relationship
between theVth and BER. Second, we can see that the ranges of BER
vary for the four methods: the maximum and minimum tunability
design gives the smallest and largest variations respectively, with the
other two methods in between. This is in accordance with the intuition
that more tunability corresponds to less variation. Third,we can see
that our design gives the smallest mean BER while the minimum
tunability design gives the largest mean BER. Moreover, compared
with the design heuristic, our design optimizes the BER distribution
with better mean and smaller variance. This verifies that ourjoint
design-time and post-silicon optimization can significantly improve
performance when compared with design-time or post-silicon only
optimization, or the heuristic method.

Next, we quantitatively study how the yield from our design and
design heuristic vary with respect to different area constraints for
fixed power (P = 10mW ) and 20% Vth variation. 2 The yield is
defined as the percentage of the chips meeting the BER as in (6).
The results are presented in Fig. 12 (a). From the figure we cansee
that for different area specs, our design always gives a larger yield
than the design heuristic. Moreover, with the tightening ofthe area
spec, the yield degradation of our method is slower than the design
heuristic. When the area is limited to700um2, we have a47% yield
improvement over the design heuristic. Finally, it is interesting to

2 The BER distributions from our design and design heuristic are better than those
from the no/maximum tunability designs in orders of magnitude, thus rendering the yield
of the latter two designs close to zero for the same threshold. Accordingly we exclude
them for the quantitative comparison.
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Fig. 12. Yield curves for our designs and design heuristic with respect to area (a), power (b) andVth (c).

note the area saturation effect: When the area constraint islarger
than 1200um2, the yield does not improve because the design is
dominated by the power constraint. We observe that for the10mW
power limit, the optimized design area cannot exceed1200um2,
regardless of the maximum area allocated. This verifies our discussion
that the power and area constraints are strongly coupled.

A similar study is conducted with respect to different power
constraints for fixed area (A = 1000um2) and 20% Vth variation
as shown in Fig. 12 (b). From the figure we can see that for different
power specifications, our design also gives better yield andbetter
scalability than the design heuristic. When the power is limited to
8.5mW , we have a35% yield improvement over the design heuristic.
The power saturation effect is also observed here when the area
constraint becomes dominant. In addition, we study how the amount
of Vth variation affects the yield for the four methods for fixed power
(P = 10mW ) and area (A = 1000um2) constraints. AlthoughVth

variation is not explicitly listed as a constraint and only appears
in the power and area constraints, it affects the yield significantly.
Our design improves the yield by40% when compared with the
design heuristic with30% variation, as shown in Fig. 12 (c). In terms
of runtime, the developed framework is very efficient. For different
power and area constraints, the runtime varied between 30 minutes
and 1 hour.

B. PLL Design

The same optimization framework is applied to a PLL design example
and the result is provided in Fig. 13. We compare our algorithm
with the design heuristic that has optimalICP1 and ICP2 values
through design time optimization and tunable elements in the biasing
circuit consumes negligible power [16]. The reference clocks of the
PLL for both designs are set to700MHz. We assume that theVth

variation follows normal distribution. The yield is definedas the
percentage of the chips meeting the jitter requirement, as in (47). The
experiment was conducted with respect to different power constraints
for fixed area and30% Vth variation, as shown in Fig. 13(a). From the
figure we can see that for different power specs, our design provides
better yield than the design heuristic and obtains up to29% yield
improvement. In Fig. 13(b), when the power is limited to17mW ,
we have a56% yield improvement over the design heuristic.
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Fig. 13. Yield for our algorithms and design heuristic w.r.tpower (a) and
Vth (b) in the PLL.

VIII. C ONCLUSIONS

Joint design time and post-silicon optimization for analogcircuits
has been an open problem in literature, given the complex nature of
analog circuit modeling and optimization. In this paper we formulate
a co-optimization problem for digitally tuned analog circuits to
optimize the parametric yield, subject to power and area constraints.
A general optimization framework combing the branch-and-bound
algorithm and gradient ascent method is proposed. We demonstrate
our framework with two examples in high-speed serial link, the trans-
mitter design and the phase-locked-loop (PLL) design. Experimental
results show that compared with the design heuristic from analog
designers’ perspective, joint design-time and post-silicon optimization
can improve the yield by up to47% for transmitter design and up to
56% for PLL design under the same area and power constraints.
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